
Moord in slow Motion
is ook moord

5G-Antennes moeten weg!
5G-straling beschadigt DNA

en veroorzaakt kanker-epidemie
volgens 30 experts op de 5G-summit

Swiss-Re Insurance and US-Government and science say: 
5G is high risk, dangerous, unacceptable

www.5G.neeee.net
GB … see photos … NL

5G is a weapon of the criminal LUSTdamagemaker-worldcommunity with 
about            800.000 LDM-guerrillas in The Netherlands,
about          4 million LDM-guerrillas in Germany,
about        15 million LDM-guerrillas in USA and 
about      300 million LDM-guerrillas worldwide, busy with WW3* 
against sleeping nations, using sophisticated 2-components-weapons (f.i. chemtrail-
Nano-Alu-mirrors + 5G-radiation), many LDM-guerrillas sitting in power organs of nations, secretly 
intruded, controlling the money (as bankers), the economy via Multinationals, the MSM-Lie-Media via 
ownership, property of their billionairs, and politics via Trojan Horses in political parties, typically becoming 
cartel parties, working together, excluding citizen-parties from power, and via Trojan Horses in governments, 

often playing vicious pranks, vicious games as 9/11 (see Bush-photo in A.jaaaa.net), 
and as the MH17-killergame, and as the Appeldoorn car-game, the driverless 
killer-car steered by 5G-radiation (Karst Tates was a pop).

Stop to believe in BIG Brother! Start to believe in Sick Brother!
In LUSTdamagemaker-Brother! More than a Sadist. Often a LUSTmurderer also!
And a guerrilla, playing normal to avoid punishment. In LDM-brains the playing-pranks-attack-program of 
children is running, the ppp-program, without the damage-limitation-coprogram: fault 1, and all the life: fault 2. 
Forcing them to look for weak victims to play pranks, because of fault1 bad pranks. Big Brother is Sick Brother!

5G is a murder weapon of the LUSTdamagemaker-worldcommunity in WW3*.
We should not tolerate 5G-antennas on towers and buildings!

This is a publication of the maatschap Keunig-Reich (Keunig-Reich.jaaaa.net)

and of Forum-voor-Democratie-group Delft (perhaps soon an official FvD-paper also),
published on Website Keunig-Reich.jaaaa.net, on MeWe.com, on fb.com and in Newspaper A: www.A.jaaaa.net 

http://machtkampf.jaaaa.net/maka-5gslowmotionmurderxxgbgb.pdf
http://machtkampf.jaaaa.net/maka-5gslowmotionmurderxxgbnl.pdf
http://www.A.jaaaa.net/


Experts on the 5G-Summit  /   https://the5gsummit.com/wngesz/ 

https://the5gsummit.com/wngesz/


TOP-Criminals of the LUSTdamagemaker-worldcommunity

These  two  cooperating  LUSTdamagemakers,  LDM-Guerrillas,  LDM-Trojan-Horses  Walter  Orenstein  and
Julie Gerberding, TOP-people of CDC, supported by thousands of invisible LDM-hands, have ruined the
lifes of 100.000s of children willingly by adding selected poisons to the BMR-vaccines, damaging the brains of
healthy children, transforming them into Autism-children, making their lifes and that of their parents a hell. 
That is punishment of a sleeping/unaware society, letting big groups of LUSTdamagemakers work in power
positions in power organs, having built up big guerrilla police groups, swimming in the normal police as fishes
in water, having buildt up big guerrilla judge groups swimming in normal law courts as fishes in water, having
built  up  big guerrilla groups of  parliament members, swimming in  parliaments as fishes in water,  trying to
strengthen the positions and to support the plans of the LDM-worldcommunity (more money in this direction)
and to weaken the positions of the citizens (more taxes on citizens to pay these plans),  having built up  big
guerrilla groups in academic and science bodies, TUs, Universities, swimming between normal members as
fishes in water, having built up big guerrilla groups of fake-controlers, swimming in  normal control organs as
the CDC as fishes in water. 
The vaccine-children-tragedy and further ones (degeneration-tragedy by DEGE-food, … )  are punishments of
society for sleeping,  not doing any strong test as the Memory-test (www.Memory-Test.jaaaa.net) to filter out
hereditarily pervers people, looking for fun by playing bad pranks, in USA, in Europe, everywhere, looking for
LUST by damaging others severely. See the fun-faces of Orenstein and Gerberding. See the fun-mouth!  Often
LDMs can´t control their mouths sufficiently. Step by step we´ll add a long list of talk telling educational photos of LDMs.
The name xxxxstein (Goldstein, Silverstein [9/11 Twintowers], Eisenstein, … ) is a strong hint (no 100%-proof) to
being descendants of the Killer-Attila-Huns from Khasaria /Kaukasus. Societies, unable to learn, even unable to
use known knowledge (Stein-knowledge), will be punished by nature severely. 
To  punish  convicted  LDM-criminals  /  Trojan  Horses  for  allready  committed  crimes  as  Trump  did  (see
www.A.jaaaa.net ,  (LDM Bush and  LDM-LUSTmurderer  George  Sorros  punished), is  one thing.  That  is  already
progress. To get grip on Trojan Horses, still active now and prevent more damage, is the other thing, Trojan
Horses,  active  now  with  Slow-Motion-Murder-Acitivities.  5G,  chemtrail-production,  poison-vaccination-program  (an
army of LDM-doctors collaborating!), food-poisoning-program, are part of the cascading depopulation-program.

We should react  fast  on the new 5G-attack of  the  LDM-worldcommunity,  not  tolerate  any  5G-antennas on
roofs/towers and filter out their Trojan Horses in power organs, worldwide. 
It´s not impossible. It´s not difficult. It´s easy.  Science has prepaired everything needed to do it.

First step: making Trojan Horses in power organs publicly known via photos of them and written below
„ LUSTdamagemaker-assumption,
Trojan.Horse-Assumption. Come to the EEG-based Memory-Test !“         

www.5G.neeee.net   ...   www.better-power-system.jaaaa.net  …   www.MT.jaaaa.net
www.5G-slowmotionmurder.neeee.net   …  www.A.jaaaa.net   ...   *www.WW3-is-running.jaaaa.net 

http://www.WW3-is-running.jaaaa.net/
http://www.a.jaaaa.net/
http://www.5G-slowmotionmurder.neeee.net/
http://www.MT.jaaaa.net/
http://www.better-power-system.jaaaa.net/
http://www.5G.neeee.net/
http://www.A.jaaaa.net/
http://www.Memory-Test.jaaaa.net/

